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CESBA is a provincial non-profit professional association that represents, advocates for and 
supports adult and continuing education program staff working in nearly 60 school boards across 
Ontario. We work to ensure that adult and continuing education programs offered by school boards 
are accessible, affordable, and successful in helping learners achieve their education, training and 
employment goals. 

Our members  across the province  strive to assist learners to obtain their high school diploma and 
go on to post-secondary education, as well as offer career pathway programs, employment 
preparation and skills development through credit and non-credit courses.  They provide 
programs to over 300,000 adult learners in Ontario every year. 

Who is CESBA?
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What We Do
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We provide adult, alternative and continuing education program staff working in Ontario’s school boards with the knowledge, 
skills and abilities to assist learners in achieving their education and employment goals. Working collaboratively, we support 
and build capacity for professionals working in the sector through:

1. Professional Development: We provide 
valuable learning opportunities to assist 
adult and continuing education program 
staff in their work.

2. Advocacy & Policy Work: We spread 
awareness to help boost support and 
inform policy around adult and continuing 
education.

3. Resource Development and Knowledge 
Sharing: We develop useful tools and 
resources to build capacity and foster the 
exchange of knowledge and expertise 
between members and professionals.

4. Networking: We give CESBA members the 
opportunity to interact, exchange 
information and develop contacts with 
other professionals working in the adult 
and continuing education sector.



The Conference
November 26th, 2020 - Online via Eventstream 

For more than 20 years, the annual CESBA Conference has offered a wide range of professional networking and 
learning opportunities to inform and inspire exemplary practice in adult and continuing education (A&CE) across 
Ontario.

This year for the first time ever, the conference will be held online and will offer a full day of learning, connectivity, 
and inspiration as we look to navigate our future in unprecedented times.  The conference will be facilitated 
through Eventstream, an online event platform with a proven track record for producing exceptional online 
experiences that pre-dates the pandemic. We will also be utilizing zoom to conduct interactive workshops.
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What to Expect:
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Click here to watch a short video. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnzWIa7dt7E


Inclusion 2020: Moving Forward Together
The theme of the 2019 CESBA Conference is Inclusion 2020: Moving Forward Together. This years program includes a dynamic 
range of speakers on topics that focus on today’s complex education environment that includes the following pillars: 

1. Equity and Inclusion for All Learners
2. Thriving in a Pandemic and Beyond
3. Digital Learning for Today and the Future

CESBA presenters come from a wide range of backgrounds in adult and continuing education, including school boards, 
government, community-based education, community services, and organizations that work with Indigenous learners, 
newcomers and Francophones. Registrants learn from sector leaders and engage with peers across Ontario and beyond.
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Our Keynote: Anthony McLean
INCLUSIVITY IN EDUCATION: BETTER THAN DIVERSITY 

With a background in theatre, Anthony McLean delivers lively presentations on 
mental health, diversity, and inclusion. He has delivered hundreds of inspiring talks 
across Canada, the US, and Australia, and, as a respected voice in his field, 
appeared on CBC News, Global Toronto’s Morning Show, and Breakfast Television. 
Delivering research-backed tools and actionable strategies, McLean always leaves 
his audiences inspired to bring their best every day.

McLean also hosted the CBC Television show The X and was featured in the 
documentary films Colour Me, SOAR, and Rising Above. In his theatre career, 
McLean participated in the renowned Stratford Festival where he developed his 
passion for Shakespeare. He also loves to freestyle rap — give him any topic in the 
world and he’ll make up a rap on the spot about it.

McLean is currently writing his first book, Mental Health for High Performers.
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Who Attends
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On average 350 participants from across Ontario who work in a 
diverse range of roles and sectors across adult and continuing 
education attend the annual Cesba Conference.

This year due to COVID we anticipate 250 participants.

Participants are highly engaged and loyal. Based on last years 
survey, on average, most have attended the CESBA conference 
5.6 times to date.

There is no other conference that draws participants from most if 
not all of the school boards in Ontario.
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"I appreciate the effort, time and amount of organization it 
took to put this conference together. It is an outstanding 
opportunity for networking, sharing information, learning 
about the latest trends in the 'business' of Adult/alternate 
education. Well done!" 
CESBA Conference participant

In Their Words
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The Opportunity
There is no other conference that draws participants 
from all of the school boards in Ontario in one day.

Through Sponsorship or by becoming an Exhibitor, 
you can become top of mind as you look to develop 
your network with potential clients or collaborators.

Packages are highly affordable,ranging from $300 to 
$1500 and can be customized to suit your needs.
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Available Packages 
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$800 $800 $500 $800 $300

Sponsor one of the three learning 
pillars: Thrive, Inclusion, or Digital 
Learning. Gain branding during 
relevant workshops.

GOLD

$1500

Support and showcase emerging 
artists at key breaks during the 
day. OR...Gain prominent branding 
where conference materials are 
displayed pre, during, and post 
conference.

Silver

$1000

Showcase your brand with a 3 min 
pre-recorded demo of your product 
or service in demo slam.

Bronze

$500
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Packages Available

Platinum 
Sponsor Gold Sponsors: Learning Partners Silver Sponsors Bronze Sponsors

Multi-Year 
Lead 

Partner

Digital 
Learning 

for 
Educators

Thriving in 
a 

Pandemic

Inclusion 
for a Better 
Tomorrow

CESBA 
Corner

Young 
Voices

Demo 
Slam Exhibitor

$3,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,000 $1,000 $500 $300

Link/Logo on conference website X X X X X X X X

Inclusion in Offer Page X X X X X X X X

Inclusion in Demo Slam X X X X X X X

Logo on EventStream Main Page Day Of X X X X X X

Logo included in ZOOM waiting room for 
pillar workshops

X X X X

Pre-recorded Message or offer to 
Registrants post conference

X X X X X

Newsletter Feature X X X X

Lunch time intro as lead sponsor, with 5 min 
pre-recorded message

X

Newsletter Article X

Prominent Logo Placement in CESBA 
Corner or Intro/Thank you as lead sponsor 

for Young Voices
X X



For Consideration: Conversations in Inclusion

Talk#2

Panel Discussion

Talk#4

Interview

Talk#1

Kick-Off Event

Talk#3

Workshop

Talk #5

Keynote

Talk #6

Annual Round-Up

We are in the process of assessing the viability of introducing a bi-weekly speakers series that could be 
launched at the conference. But we would need a sponsor and this could be you. Ask for details. 
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The Benefits
By supporting CESBA Conference 2020 as a sponsor or exhibitor, you and your organization are directly contributing to the 
advancement of adult and continuing education in Ontario. 

You will have the opportunity to connect with over 200 of the province’s adult educators, education and training stakeholders, and 
speak directly to board educators and decision makers - Teachers, Guidance Counsellors, Program Managers, Principals, 
Superintendents and Directors of Education.

Connect
 Meet experts in the field, find 

new partners, customers, 
collaborators

Share
Showcase your products or 
services to a loyal audience

Learn
Develop new insights about 

your customers and learn 
from your peers
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Thank you for your consideration.
Contact us today to create your customized sponsorship 
package.
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Nicole Hrinco, Sponsorship Manager
nicole@connected-impact.com • 416-871-8718



Appendix
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The Schedule
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● 8:45 am - Opening and Welcome

● 9:00-9:50 - Keynote address by Anthony McLean:  Inclusivity in Education: Better Than Diversity

● 9:50-10:00 - Break and move to Zoom rooms for concurrent workshops

● 10:00-11:00 - Section A — 60 Minute interactive workshops

● 11:00-11:25 - Sponsor Break

● 11:25-11:30 - Young Voices

● 11:30-12:30 - Section B — 60 Minute interactive workshops

● 12:30-1:45 - Lunch break and Zoom room networking

● 1:45-2:00 - Welcome back & Young Voices

● 2:00-3:15 - Cesba Combo – Select two 30 minute sessions from the menu!

● 3:15-3:25 - Sponsor Break

● 3:25-4:00 - Wrap up, prizes and CESBA Lifetime Achievement Award 2020

● 4:30 - Adjourn
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https://2020.cesba.com/2020-speakers/
https://2020.cesba.com/2020-worshops/
https://2020.cesba.com/2020-worshops/
https://2020.cesba.com/2020-worshops/


Example Workshops By Pillar
Equity & Inclusion for all 
Learners

1. Anti-Racism and Human 
Rights in Adult Education

2. Making Ally a Verb 
(working with LGBTQ + 
students)

3. Supporting Newcomers 
and Refugees

4. Working with Incarcerated 
Students

5. Inclusive programming for 
people living with 
disabilities 18

Thriving in a Pandemic and 
Beyond

1. The Literacy and 
Numeracy Registers – 
What’s new?

2. Design thinking for adult 
educators

3. A ‘Just Recovery’ What 
needs to happen?  (Basic 
Income) 

Digital Learning for Today 
and the Future

1. Digital learning during 
COVID-19- CESBA 
research

2. Best practices in Learner 
Engagement

3. Make online 
presentations Learning 
Powerful and Engaging

4. Overcoming Barriers to 
digital equity



Diverse regional representation of participants

● Respondents have 
attended an average 
of 5.6 CESBA 
conferences

● For some, it was their 
first – For others, it 
was their 30th! 
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Participants represented a broad spectrum of educational occupations 
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Most participants were looking to learn and discover new resources
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